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The range of synoptic patterns thatNorth Pacific landfalling
atmospheric rivers form under are objectively identified us-
ing genesis day 500 hPa geopotential height anomalies in
a self-organizing map (SOM). The SOM arranges the syn-
optic patterns to differentiate between two groups of cli-
mate modes - the first group with ENSO (El Niño Southern
Oscillation), PDO (Pacific Decadal Oscillation), PNA (Pacific
North American) and NP (North Pacific index) and the sec-
ond group with AO (Arctic Oscillation), EPO (East Pacific
Oscillation), andWPO (West PacificOscillation). These two
groups have their positive and negative modes organized
in opposite corners of the SOM. The ARs produced in each
of the synoptic patterns have distinct lifecycle characteris-
tics (such as genesis and landfall location, duration, veloc-
ity, meridional/zonal movement) and precipitation impacts
(magnitude and spatial distribution). The conditions that fa-
vor AR trajectories closer to the tropics tend to produce
higher amounts of precipitation. The large-scale circulation
associated with AR genesis shows a close relationship be-
tween the genesis location and the location and intensity
of the upper-level jet in the west/central pacific as well as
anomalous, low-level southwesterly winds in the east pa-
cific.
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1 | INTRODUCTION1

Atmospheric rivers (ARs) are narrow, filamentary structures in the lower atmosphere responsible for transporting the2

majority of water vapor across the mid-latitudes towards the poles (Zhu and Newell, 1998). These features cover3

only ∼10% of the Earth’s circumference but transport more than 90% of the total poleward atmospheric water vapor4

transport in the midlatitudes. When these features make landfall, they can be associated with both beneficial and5

hazardous impacts (Ralph et al. (2006); Ralph and Dettinger (2011); Ralph et al. (2019)). In the state of California, ARs6

are responsible for 20-50% of the annual precipitation (Dettinger et al., 2011) while simultaneously being responsible7

for nearly all flood events (Ralph et al. (2006); Florsheim and Dettinger (2015)). As ARs affect a wide-range of sec-8

tors, advancing understanding of the modulating dynamics of ARs throughout their lifecycle offers immense potential9

socioeconomic benefits.10

The large-scale dynamics of ARs are an area of active research (Ralph et al. (2017); Gimeno et al. (2014)). Many11

earlier studies on ARs and large-scale dynamics have tied AR impacts, such as total rainfall or snow water equivalent,12

to climate indices as opposed to direct detection and tracking of ARs (e.g. Bao et al. (2006); Ralph and Dettinger13

(2011); Ryoo et al. (2013)). However, with the recent rise in AR detection and tracking algorithms, studies have begun14

examining dynamics with direct tracking (Shields et al. (2018); Rutz et al. (2019)). One well-established study by15

Payne and Magnusdottir (2014) investigated the dynamics of North Pacific ARs making landfall along the west coast16

of North America fromAlaska toMexico. They showed a close relationship in the eastward progression of ARs and the17

location of the jet as well as Rossby wave breaking. Although they analyzed the lifecycle characteristics of landfalling18

ARs, it was focused primarily on the landfalling and pre-landfall characteristics and dynamics over the eastern half of19

the Pacific. Other studies examining landfall and pre-landfall characteristics have focused on relatively short periods20

(24-72) around landfall (e.g. Neiman et al. (2013); Rutz et al. (2014); Waliser and Guan (2017)) (Zhou and Kim, 2019).21

In the context of large-scale dynamics, the formation of ARs and their maintenance are particularly understudied22

aspects in the AR lifecycle and warrant further research (Gimeno et al. (2014); Benedict et al. (2019); Zhou and Kim23

(2019)). There are currently only a few very recent studies that have incorporated genesis as part of their study (Payne24

and Magnusdottir (2014); Gonzales et al. (2019); Sellars et al. (2017); Guan and Waliser (2019); Zhou et al. (2018);25

Zhou and Kim (2019)). The three studies characterizing genesis locations (Sellars et al. (2017); Guan and Waliser26

(2019); Zhou et al. (2018)) are all largely consistent in that AR genesis in the North Pacific preferentially occurs near27

the western boundary of the Pacific basin (near ∼30N, 140E). As for differences, Zhou et al. (2018) finds another area28

of high genesis near 150W in the subtropics related to ’Pineapple Express’ events and Sellars et al. (2017) finds high29

genesis occurring along the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) near the equator. These differences are likely a30

result of differences in detection and tracking (Shields et al. (2018); Guan and Waliser (2019)). For example, Sellars31

et al. (2017) did not explicitly search for ARs but rather high IVT features. They thus captured features such as tropical32

moisture exports and tropical cyclones which are able to produce strong IVT signatures.33

As for characteristics, Payne and Magnusdottir (2014) found stronger ARs to have genesis in the western Pacific34

while weaker ARs to have genesis in the east Pacific. Zhou et al. (2018) found longer lived, farther traveling, and35

stronger ARs to originate in primarily in the west Pacific while shorter, weaker ARs can originate throughout the36

Pacific basin. Zhou and Kim (2019) extended their analysis from this study to specifically investigate the impact of37

genesis location on lifecycle characteristics. The landfalling ARs in their study are separated based on east and west38

Pacific genesis location and the AR characteristics associated with each genesis region agree with previous studies39

(Zhou et al. (2018); Guan and Waliser (2019)). They additionally composite geopotential height anomalies and find40

significant differences for the two origin locations. Guan andWaliser (2019) found genesis location to impact a variety41

of characteristics such as lifetime, distance traveled, net displacement, speed, and direction consistent with Zhou42
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et al. (2018). Guan and Waliser (2019) specifically notes the processes determining AR lifecycle characteristics needs43

further investigation. Gonzales et al. (2019) investigated AR temperature trends by generating genesis to landfall AR44

tracks for individual ARs that impact the west coast of the U.S. They found along-track temperatures, coastal SSTs,45

and background regional temperatures to have varying degrees of influence on AR temperatures which in turn can46

have important hydrological impacts such as rain/snow precipitation fractions, water resources, and flood risks. This47

study, along with others (Zhou and Kim (2019); Guan and Waliser (2019)), reveals the importance of understanding48

AR lifecycle characteristics, such as genesis and track locations, as these can influence the landfalling AR impacts. We49

employ the AR track catalogue used in Gonzales et al. (2019) along with Guan and Waliser (2019)’s catalogue for this50

study and look to identify what large-scale atmospheric patterns AR genesis occurs under.51

Fig. 1 displays a composite of 500 hPa geopotential height anomalies occurring on the genesis day of all U.S.52

west coast landfalling ARs (November - February, 1980-2015) from the Gonzales AR catalogue. A deepened Aleutian53

low with positive height anomalies to the west over the higher latitudes of the central Pacific can be seen but this54

composite view masks the wide range of conditions under which AR genesis can occur. Differences in large-scale55

circulation at and just prior to landfall have been shown to produce varied ARs (such as strength, trajectories, landfall56

locations, orientations) and hydrological impacts (Payne and Magnusdottir (2014); Guirguis et al. (2019); Neiman57

et al. (2008); Zhang and Villarini (2018); Swales et al. (2016); Ryoo et al. (2015); Ryoo et al. (2013); Hu et al. (2017)).58

These studies show that there are significant differences in the types of ARs that make landfall and the large-scale59

circulation associated with them. This highlights a present challenge of studying the large-scale dynamics of ARs; for60

example, subsetting ARs based on the strength of ARs alone or taking subsets of ARs making landfall over a specific61

region/latitude can contain ARs that are very dynamically different.62

As the formation and maintenance of ARs remains understudied and given that ARs are heterogenous in their63

controls, the objectives of this study are to explore: i) What is the range of synoptic conditions that lead to AR64

genesis? ii) Do these large-scale circulation patterns generate ARs with different lifecycle characteristics? and iii)65

How do these characteristics translate into variable precipitation impacts at landfall? We investigate the range of66

synoptic conditions, and their associated climate modes, that ARs form under by utilizing self-organizing maps (SOM)67

(Kohonen (1982a); Kohonen (1982b)) trained on AR genesis days for 500 hPa geopotential heights. We show how68

these synoptic differences affect AR lifecycle characteristics from genesis to landfall and how these characteristics69

translate into precipitation impacts downstream. This study follows the SOM methodology used in Guirguis et al.70

(2019) to categorize distinct types of ARs by their circulation pattern at landfall for 40N in northern California.71

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the reanalysis data set, climate indices, AR track catalogues,72

and the SOM method are described. The organization of the SOM map and the differentiated AR characteristics and73

impacts associated with the synoptic patterns are presented in Section 3. Discussion and conclusions are presented74

in Section 4. Finally, the Appendix and Supporting Information are contained in Section 5 and Section 6 respectively.75

2 | DATA AND METHODS76

2.1 | Reanalysis Data Set77

In this study, reanalysis data fromMERRA-2 (Modern Era Retrospective analysis for Research andApplications, version78

2) (Gelaro et al., 2017) is analyzed from 1980 to 2015 at a spatial resolution of ∼50km (0.5◦x0.625◦) and a daily79

temporal resolution. The 500 hPa geopotential height (zg) field is used for the SOM analysis with resolution coarsened80

to ∼250km (2.5◦x2.5◦) for the SOM training as performance is sped up without meaningful differences in the resulting81

SOM.We remove the seasonal cycle for each grid point to generate anomalies and then standardize (center to 0 with82
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a standard deviation of 1). The daily temporal resolution and the coarser grid are appropriate for this SOM analysis83

considering the synoptic scale; we are interested in investigating which large-scale patterns are conducive for AR84

genesis over many years.85

Along with geopotential height, the other variables used in this study for precipitation and large-scale circulation86

analysis are: integrated vapor transport (IVT), precipitation (pr), zonal wind (U) at 250 hPa, potential vorticity (PV) at87

200 hPa, and wind (U and V) at 825 hPa. IVT is integrated from 1000 hPa to 200 hPa. IVT was processed and obtained88

from ARTMIP (Atmospheric River Tracking Method Intercomparison Project) (Shields et al., 2018) and is calculated89

using equation 1:90

IVT = − 1
g

∫ Pt

Pb

(q (p)Vh (p))dp, (1)

where q is the specific humidity (k gk g−1),Vh is the horizontal wind vector (ms−1), Pb is 1000hPa, Pt is 200hPa, and g is91

the acceleration due to gravity. The composite geopotential heights shown in Fig. 2 are generated with the anomalies92

without standardization. We use a spatial domain from 10N-65N, 110E-255E for our SOM analysis and most of our93

composites. The composites show latitude lines at 30N and 60N and the longitude lines at 120E, 180E, and 240E94

(shown and labelled in Fig. 1). This domain sufficiently captures the AR genesis and termination locations along with95

the dynamics affecting ARs.96

2.2 | AR Track Catalogue97

The primary AR catalogue utilized in this study was generated by Kyle Nardi in Gonzales et al. (2019). This catalogue98

is based on the Mundhenk AR algorithm (Mundhenk et al. (2016); Shields et al. (2018)) but is adapted to incorporate99

tracking (not just detection) and filtered to include only ARs making landfall along the U.S. west coast (California to100

Washington) from landfall back to genesis. The Mundhenk algorithm uses a relative threshold (94th percentile) for101

IVT anomaly values for detection. The adaptation for tracking uses a Lagrangian approach to track AR objects back102

in time through consecutive time steps. There are additional geometric constraints to filter out cyclone-like features103

(>1400km length, aspect ratio 1:4). It should be emphasized non-landfalling ARs and ARs making landfall poleward104

of Washington and equatorward of California are not considered in this dataset. This catalogue begins in Jan 1980.105

We analyze from 1980 to 2015 during the core wet season months of Nov-Feb when ARs peak seasonally for the106

U.S. west coast (Mundhenk et al., 2016). For this time period, the catalogue records landfalling ARs for the west coast107

of the U.S. Each of these ARs has an associated track, recording date and time, latitude, and longitude from landfall108

back to genesis. The latitude and longitude coordinate is based on the IVT-weighted centroid associated with the AR.109

We further filter the ARs to consider only those that exist 12 or more hours and end up with 1027 total landfalling110

ARs for our 36 year period (∼28.5 ARs per wet season which agrees with previous studies (Payne and Magnusdottir111

(2014); Zhou and Kim (2019)). This dataset clearly identifies the initial landfall days associated with each event and112

thus allows us to investigate landfall impacts. We henceforth refer to this dataset as the ’Gonzales’ dataset and all the113

results in Section 2.1, unless specifically noted, will refer to the Gonzales dataset.114

The secondary AR catalogue used is from the widely used AR algorithm developed by Guan and Waliser. The115

details of this algorithm are discussed in Guan and Waliser (2015) and Guan and Waliser (2019). We include further116

description and an analysis of this dataset in Section 5 to examine how a purely landfalling AR dataset compares to a117

dataset that considers all ARs - landfalling or not. We henceforth refer to this dataset as the ’GW19’ dataset.118
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2.3 | Climate Indices119

As we are interested in the synoptic patterns associated with AR genesis we use a variety of tropical and extratropical120

large-scale climate modes that affect the Pacific atmosphere: El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Pacific Decadal121

Oscillation (PDO), Pacific North American pattern (PNA), North Pacific index (NP), Arctic Oscillation (AO),West Pacific122

Oscillation (WPO), and East Pacific Oscillation (EPO). These are all the large-scale modes examined in Guirguis et al.123

(2019), with the addition of the NP index. For ENSO, we use the Oceanic Niño Index (ONI).124

For conciseness, we will refer to the ONI, PDO, PNA, and NPmodes collectively as the ’ENSOmodes’ throughout125

the rest of the paper as these modes generally organize on the SOMmap similarly (Section 3.1) and are known to have126

strong associations with ENSO. These modes track low frequency variations on timescales ranging from decadal (e.g.127

PDO) to interannual (e.g. ONI and NP); PNA may be the exception which can capture subseasonal variations. As with128

the ENSO modes, we will group the AO, WPO, and EPO modes together and refer to them collectively as ’jet modes’129

as they also organize similarly on the SOM (Section 3.1) and for their strong influence on the jet over the Pacific. The130

jet modes track variations at the subseasonal scale.131

The temporal resolution of the indices’ records are either daily or monthly. In the monthly cases, daily indices132

were generated simply by using the monthly value for each day within the month. The temporal resolution of each133

mode and the sources of data are summarized in the Table 1. We standardize the indices to be centered at 0 and have134

a standard deviation of 1. We also include the distribution of Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) phases related to AR135

genesis in Fig. S1 Section 6.136

2.4 | Self-Organizing Maps137

SOM analysis (Kohonen (1982a); Kohonen et al. (2001)) is an unsupervised learning technique based on artificial138

neural network models that has received considerable attention and demonstrated applications in meteorology and139

climatology including extreme events (Hewitson and Crane (2002); Sheridan and Lee (2011); Skific and Francis (2012);140

Gibson et al. (2017); Liu and Weisberg (2011)). In many respects, SOMs are analogous to more traditional forms of141

cluster analysis. A SOM arranges nodes into a 2-dimensional array where similar nodes are located close together in142

the array and dissimilar nodes are further apart. Thus, in opposite corners, the nodes with the largest differences will143

be mapped (Sheridan and Lee, 2011).144

There are several AR studies that have incorporated SOM analysis. Swales et al. (2016) and Radić et al. (2015)145

used SOMs trained on IVT to determine the different moisture pathways on the U.S. west coast and to examine the146

future changes, as projected by CMIP5 models, in ARs making landfall over British Columbia respectively. In contrast147

to IVT, SOMs trained on geopotential heights were used to study the synoptic scale patterns associated with both148

landfalling ARs near the Russian River in California (Guirguis et al., 2019) and flood events throughout the U.S. (Schlef149

et al., 2019). In this study, we employ SOM analysis on geopotential heights to similarly examine the synoptic patterns150

and climatemodes associatedwith AR genesis in the North Pacific. We include an overview of how the SOM is trained151

as well as parameter choices in Section 5.1.152
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3 | RESULTS153

3.1 | Synoptic Patterns of AR Genesis154

In this section, we will use self organizing maps (Fig. 2) through the lens of climate indices (Fig. 3) to understand the155

range and organization of synoptic conditions that lead to the genesis of ARs that make landfall on the U.S. west coast156

(Gonzales dataset). Generally, for the ENSOmodes (ONI, PDO, PNA, and NP), the nodes are organized with a positive157

to negative phase gradient going from the top left (Node 1) to bottom right (Node 9). These 4 indices are generally in158

phase and the top left corner nodes (Nodes 1,2,4) are all positive/neutral while the bottom right corner nodes (Nodes159

6,8,9) are all negative.160

ONI, PDO, and NP (PNA) have their most positive values at Node 1 (Node 4). ONI and PDO (PNA and NP) exhibit161

strongest negative phasing at Node 6 (Node 9). The synoptic pattern for Node 1 captures familiar boreal winter162

geopotential height anomalies associated with positive ENSO, PDO, and NP phases; the Aleutian low is deepened163

with low anomalies extending westward and northward over Siberia and high anomaly heights over Japan, south of164

the Aleutian low, and over the western U.S. Node 4, which represents the most positive phase of PNA, has a low165

anomaly similar to Node 1 but the secondary low is shifted toward the western Pacific over Japan. High anomalies166

are seen over western North America and in the polar latitudes over Siberia. The negative phase for all 4 of these167

modes are characterized by high pressure anomalies over the central Pacific as can be seen in Node 9 and 6; Node168

9’s high pressure anomaly has a greater extent and magnitude. For both of these nodes, the high pressure anomaly is169

surrounded by weaker, low pressure anomalies.170

Meanwhile, the jet modes (AO,WPO, and EPO) are generally in phasewith the positive to negative phase gradient171

going from top right (Node 3) to bottom left (Node 7). These 3 indices are all positive/neutral in the top right corner172

(Node 2, 3, 6) while the bottom left corner nodes (Nodes 4, 7, 8) are all negative/neutral. WPO and AO have their173

highest (lowest) value at Node 3 (Node 7) and EPO has its highest (lowest) value at Node 2 (Node 7). The respective174

most positive nodes for these three indices reflect differences in typical anomalies associated with the indices. Node 3175

(WPO and AO’s most positive) and Node 2 (EPO’s most positive) show the low anomaly center in the western/central176

and eastern regions of the North Pacific respectively. When these modes are positive, the jet tends to be shifted177

northward. The most negative node for these modes (Node 7) combines features from Node 2 and 3 but with the178

sign of the anomaly reversed. The high pressure ridge is characteristic of the negative phases of these modes and is179

associated with an equatorward shifted jet stream.180

The center node (Node 5) of the SOM has a weaker overall anomaly composite relative to the other nodes. Ad-181

ditionally, the climate indices do not respond strongly to this node with perhaps the exception of NP. This is not182

unexpected due to the small size of the SOMmap; at the beginning of the ordering phase training, any update to any183

of the 9 nodes will affect the center node due to the neighborhood radius and thus, there may be several different184

and competing synoptic patterns grouped to form Node 5’s composite. However, this was the tradeoff for ease of185

interpretation and analysis versus increasing the SOM order. We include the synoptic patterns at landfall (Fig. S4) in186

Section 6 to show differences compared to genesis.187

While the focus of this study is on U.S. west coast landfalling ARs, we note similarities and differences in the188

SOMs produced by the Gonzales dataset and the GW19 dataset. More detail and figures (Fig. S2 and Fig. S3) found189

in Section 5.2.190

Next, we determine how often the Gonzales SOM synoptic conditions occur during the cool season (defined191

here as Nov-Feb). We match each cool season day’s geopotential height field to the best matching node in Fig. 4a.192

Frequency analysis of all the cool season days reveals that Node 5 is most similar to climatology as it has the highest193
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frequency of cool season days thatmatch (12.8%). As previously stated, Node 5’s anomalies are theweakest compared194

to other nodes. In fact, Nodes 2, 3, 5, and 6 all generally have weaker anomalies relative to the other nodes and have195

a higher frequency of cool season days that match. Node 1 has the lowest frequency at 8.8% which means it is the196

most uncommon synoptic pattern out of all the nodes. Overall, the left column and bottom row nodes (Nodes 1, 4, 7,197

8, and 9) have lower occurrences during the cool season while the top right and center nodes (Nodes 2, 3, 5, and 6)198

occur more commonly. However, if we examine the frequency of AR genesis occurring on the cool season days that199

match each respective node (i.e. how often certain synoptic condition generate ARs) (Fig. 4b), Node 1’s frequency200

has by far the largest at 30.0% while Node 5’s frequency is the lowest at 20.2%. This means that, while the synoptic201

conditions associated with Node 1 occur the least frequently throughout the cool season, when it does happen to202

occur, 30.0% of the time, it produces an AR.203

3.2 | AR Characteristics204

In the following section, the different AR characteristics associated with the nodes of the SOM are presented. We205

focus primarily on the corners of the SOM for their ability to represent positive and negative phases of the ENSO206

modes and the jet modes. These corners also represent the most dissimilar nodes within the SOM. Various average207

AR metrics were extracted from the AR tracks which can be seen in Table 2. The genesis and landfall coordinates are208

based on the IVT weighted centroids of the AR object. This explains why the landfall coordinates do not lie precisely209

on the coast.210

The representative nodes of the ENSOmodes (Node 1 for positive, Node 9 for negative) produce ARswith several211

significant differences (significance implied for all comparisons unless specifically noted as not significant; t-test for212

unequal means, 95% confidence). The average genesis longitude for Node 1 compared to Node 9 is further west by213

22◦. In fact, Node 9 has genesis occurring closest to the west coast compared to all other nodes. Node 2, another214

strongly positive large-scale mode node, is 24◦ further west and has the most western genesis longitude. The genesis215

latitude only varies by about 1◦ between the positive (32.3N) and negative (31.1N) phases (not significant). Landfalls216

occur 2◦ more poleward and 2.2◦ more westward when ENSO modes are positive. Landfall longitudes further off-217

coast can suggest ARs of larger size as the coordinate is determined by the IVT weighted centroid of the AR object.218

If we compare the most positive (Node 1) and negative (Node 6) ONI nodes, landfall is further south (though not219

significant) during El Niño compared to La Niña which is expected (Payne andMagnusdottir (2014)). The duration, dis-220

tance traveled, and AR speed are much longer (>24 hrs), farther (>1.5x), and faster (12.1km/hr) under positive ENSO221

modes. The negative phase node (Node 9) has the lowest duration, shortest distance, and slowest speed compared222

to all other nodes. The average latitude of the AR tracks only vary by 0.9 degs (with Node 9 more poleward) but the223

average longitude of the AR tracks is much further east (with Node 9.4◦ further east) when the ENSO modes are224

negative owing to the genesis occurring much closer to the west coast of the U.S. In addition, the zonal displacement225

is more than x1.5 larger between the positive (Node 1) and negative (Node 9) nodes while meridional displacement is226

similar (not signficantly different). This causes these two nodes to have the most zonal (Node 1) and meridional (Node227

9) ratios amongst all nodes.228

The representative nodes of the jet modes (Node 3 for positive, Node 7 for negative) also produce ARs with229

different characteristics. Genesis occurs at the lowest latitude for the negative jet mode node compared to all the230

other nodes and is 2◦ equatorward compared to positive jet mode node. The genesis longitudes are both located231

quite far west with the positive mode 3.6◦ further east (not significantly different). Landfall longitude is 3◦ eastward232

and closer to the coastline for the positive phase suggesting smaller ARs. The velocity of the negative phase node233

ARs is 5.5 km/hr faster than the positive phase node ARs. Duration and distance are not significantly affected. These234
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two nodes however, have the most poleward (positive phase Node 3) and equatorward (negative phase Node 7)235

average track latitudes producing the greatest difference in track latitudes (2.9◦) compared to any other node pair.236

The average track longitudes only vary by 2.2◦ with the negative phase further east. The positive and negative modes237

have similar zonal displacements (not significantly different) but differ in the meridional displacement; the positive238

phase has much less meridional displacement (2.5◦). This leads to pronounced differences in their ratios with the239

positive phase producing more zonal ARs trajectories and the negative phase producing more meridional trajectories.240

While the Gonzales and GW19 datasets catalogue different sets of North Pacific ARs, interestingly, much of the241

characteristics associated with the nodes is consistent between both datasets. More details are included in Section242

5.2.243

To summarize the AR characteristics, the ENSO phases strongly affect the longitudinal position of genesis, lifecy-244

cle duration, distance traveled, velocity of the AR, and the zonal displacement of trajectories. When the ENSOmodes245

are positive versus negative, ARs tend to originate from the central or west Pacific, last longer, travel further, move246

faster, and tend to have zonal trajectories. The jet mode phases strongly affect genesis latitude, track latitude, and247

meridional displacement as well as velocity, although to a lesser degree than the ENSO mode phases. When the jet248

modes are positive versus negative, ARs tend to have genesis at higher latitudes, travel at higher latitudes, tend to249

have more zonal trajectories, and move slower. These characteristics, and other factors including local topography,250

contribute to hydrologic impacts such as how much precipitation will occur (Hughes et al. (2014); Hu et al. (2017);251

Hecht and Cordeira (2017); Neiman et al. (2011)).252

3.3 | Precipitation Impacts253

Next, we examine the IVT and precipitation magnitude and distribution using the landfall days of every AR event254

associated with each node. For instance, if an AR has genesis on Dec. 1 and makes landfall on Dec. 3, then the Dec.255

3 date is used for the landfall composites. The IVT and precipitation associated with each node is shown in Fig. 5 and256

Fig. 6. The IVT shown in Fig. 5 is the raw IVT, not the anomaly, on the day of landfall. The precipitation shown in Fig.257

6 is the anomaly over 2 days; the landfall day and the following day. This was done to capture the precipitation from258

ARs that may have landfall durations that span across more than 1 day.259

Generally, the top right nodes (Nodes 2, 3, and 6) and the center node (Node 5) produce smaller amounts of pre-260

cipitation while the left (Nodes 1, 4, 7) and bottom (Nodes 7, 8, 9) edge nodes produce more precipitation. The spatial261

distribution of precipitation also varies amongst the nodes. Nodes 1, 4, and 9 tend to produce more precipitation over262

California and just off-shore over the Pacific compared to all the other nodes which have the biggest precipitation263

anomalies over Oregon and Washington. The weaker precipitation nodes in the top right (Nodes 2, 3, 6) accordingly264

have the weakest IVT signatures just off coast. The IVT signature of these nodes also tends to be quite zonal; the265

other nodes, which produce stronger precipitation on the west coast, have a relatively southerly or southwesterly IVT266

orientation at landfall. Lastly and importantly, the weak precipitation nodes have the most poleward average latitude267

for their trajectories. Nodes with synoptic patterns conducive for AR trajectories to reach further equatorward are268

favorable for stronger precipitation to the west coast.269

In Fig. 7a, we take a difference with the positive phase node (Node 1) and negative phase node (Node 9) for270

the ENSO modes. ARs that form when ENSO modes are positive deliver more precipitation to northern California,271

Washington and poleward ofWashington (Canada to Alaska). Southern/central California and parts of the U.S. interior272

experience precipitation deficits. While the positive phase node (Node 1) delivers more precipitation overall across273

the west coast domain compared to the negative phase node (Node 9), both of these nodes deliver relatively large274

amounts of precipitation compared to the other nodes.275
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The expectation of El Niño precipitation compared to La Niña is for most of California to be wetter while Oregon276

andWashington are drier. Although this pattern is not represented using the corner nodes (Nodes 1 and 9), it emerges277

if we subtract the most El Niño node (Node 1) and the most La Niña node (Node 6) as seen in Fig. S5 in Section 6.278

Taking the difference for the positive (Node 3) and negative (Node 7) phase nodes for the jet modes produces Fig.279

7b. When the jet modes are positive compared to negative, precipitation is weakly enhanced for southern California280

while in northern California and the PNW, precipitation shows strong negative anomalies. Examining the IVT associ-281

ated with these nodes (Fig. 5), over the central Pacific, the negative phase node (Node 7) IVT curves slightly towards282

the equator while the positive phase node curves poleward leading to much stronger IVT values over the eastern283

Pacific for the negative mode. Examining the IVT at Hawaii’s longitude, Node 7’s IVT signature nearly overlaps Hawaii284

at its southern flank while for Node 3, the IVT signature is north of Hawaii by ∼15◦.285

3.4 | Large-scale circulation286

In this section, we examine the large-scale circulation associated with the nodes in the SOM to show the relationship287

of AR genesis to the upper-level jet and low-level winds. From Fig. 8, areas corresponding to the genesis locations for288

each node have enhanced IVT values, particularly for the west and central Pacific genesis locations. Fig. 9 anomalies289

reflects the low-level circulation changes due to the geopotential height anomalies. From Fig. 10, clear differences in290

the strength and position of upper-level jet can be seen amongst the various nodes. The organization of these winds291

correspond to the typical jet patterns associated with the ENSO modes and jet modes. Generally moving from top292

to bottom on the SOM, the jet tends to retract westward and become weaker while moving from left to right on the293

SOM, the jet becomes more variable. Node 1 shows a clear example of a strong, zonal jet and Node 9 shows a weak,294

variable jet. Along with these jet changes, the PV gradient in the central Pacific goes from strong to weak moving295

from the left to the right nodes (Fig. 11). The PV field at landfall is included in Section 6 (Fig. S9).296

A deepened Aleutian low and strong PV gradient aloft during the positive ENSO modes supports a strong and297

zonal jet while the negative phase is characterized with a weaker, less zonal jet due to high pressure anomalies over298

the central Pacific and PV intrusions into the subtropics. The PV gradient is much weaker in the negative ENSO299

mode. The jet and upper-level PV conditions between positive and negative ENSO modes are consistent with Ryoo300

et al. (2013). When the jet modes are positive, the jet is aimed slightly northward with a poleward curve while during301

negative jet modes, the jet is curved more towards the equator due to the high latitude high pressure over the central302

Pacific. Focusing on Hawaii, the difference in jet position becomes obvious for the positive (Node 3) and negative303

(Node 7) jet modes. During the negative jet modes, the jet tends to curve much closer to the tropics, allowing the jet304

stream to penetrate to lower latitudes where moisture is more abundantly available.305

During positive ENSO modes (Node 1), genesis occurs along the core of the strong upper-level jet over the west306

and central Pacific. Genesis also occurs on the equatorward flank of the enhanced Aleutian low in the eastern Pacific307

which corresponds with low-level westerly or southwesterly winds. During negative ENSO modes (Node 9), genesis308

locations are less constrained, especially latitudinally, with very few ARs forming with the weak, retracted jet over309

west Pacific and the vast majority forming in the central Pacific and close to the coastline. The upper-level jet is310

overall weak and variable (suppressed over the central Pacific by the high pressure anomaly) over the central and east311

Pacific compared to the positive mode. The genesis locations in the eastern Pacific correspond to relatively weak312

southwesterly winds near the moist tropics in the negative modes.313

During positive jet modes, genesis occurs all along the straight and slightly poleward tilted jet core. On the314

southern flank of the jet there are strong, anomalous low-level easterlies that suppress the formation of ARs closer315

to the tropics. The handful of genesis points near the Baja California Peninsula are associated with relatively weak316
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southwesterly low-level winds near the tropics. When the jet modes are negative, genesis locations are co-located317

where the jet is strong in the west and central Pacific - which again is significantly further equatorward compared to318

the positive jet mode. The low-level winds associated with the low pressure anomaly south of the high pressure polar319

ridge support AR formation in the central and east Pacific. The orientation and location of the jet and the low-level320

wind anomalies generate strong IVT ARs as AR genesis occurs in warmer and moister latitudes.321

Landfalling ARs in all of the nodes tend to form along the core location of the upper-level jet. However, east322

Pacific ARs can also form along anomalous southerly or southwesterly low-level winds. The jet and low-level wind323

location can influence the intensity of IVT associated with the ARs; if the jet position is closer to warmer, moister324

latitudes near the tropics and subtropics, then higher IVT values will be associated with the ARs. The opposite is true325

if these features are at higher latitudes.326

4 | CONCLUSIONS327

This study objectively identified 9 unique synoptic patterns associatedwith landfalling atmospheric river genesis using328

a 3x3 order SOM. These patterns are largely organized with positive and negative ENSO modes (ENSO, PDO, PNA,329

NP) in opposite corners and positive and negative jet modes (AO, WPO, EPO) in the other opposite corners. These330

synoptic conditions have differing frequencies throughout the cool season and produce ARs at different frequencies331

when they do occur. The variety of synoptic conditions produce and support landfalling ARs with largely unique332

lifecycle characteristics. The positive ENSO mode ARs, as compared to the negative mode ARs, form farther west in333

the Pacific basin, last longer, travel further, move faster, and have more zonal trajectories for most of their lifecycle.334

These ARs also tend to produce more precipitation in northern California and Washington; the negative mode ARs335

tend to produce more precipitation in southern California and in the interior of the U.S. These results are supported336

by previous work examining AR lifecycle characteristics, genesis location, and trajectory pathways. Zhou et al. (2018)337

and Zhou and Kim (2019) found that ARs with genesis in the west Pacific have longer lifecycle durations and have338

higher associated IVT. One key difference between our results and Zhou and Kim (2019), is that we have determined339

that ARs that form in the east and west Pacific can be associated with a variety of synoptic patterns. Guan andWaliser340

(2019)’s work also determined ARs that form near the western boundary of ocean basins are longer lived and that341

faster AR speeds are achieved when AR trajectories are over the west and central Pacific basin. Ryoo et al. (2013)’s342

study revealed air parcel trajectories during La Niñas to originate in the eastern Pacific with northeastward movement343

while during El Niños, trajectories originate from the subtropical western Pacific and propagate zonally.344

For the jet mode ARs, the duration and distance traveled does not vary strongly between positive and negative345

phases. However, the genesis latitude, average track latitude, and meridional displacement of ARs are strongly af-346

fected. AR velocity is also affected but to a lesser degree compared to the positive and negative ENSO modes. The347

positive phase jet mode ARs have more poleward genesis and average track latitudes, travel slower, and tend to have348

more zonal trajectories. These characteristics lead to the negative (positive) phase jet mode ARs being associated with349

stronger (weaker) IVT signatures at genesis and landfall. Accordingly, the positive phase jet mode ARs generally bring350

the least amount of precipitation to much of the west coast while the negative phase is associated with enhanced351

precipitation in northern California, Oregon, andWashington. Parts of southern California, and the southwest interior352

receive more precipitation when positive. For all nodes, the synoptic patterns that support AR trajectories closer to353

the moist tropics tend to produce higher precipitation. As in Guirguis et al. (2019), we find that these jet modes have354

a stronger influence on modulating AR precipitation than the ENSO modes.355

We additionally examine the large-scale circulation associated with landfalling AR genesis in each node. The356
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position and strength of the upper-level jet has a close relationship with AR activity (Payne and Magnusdottir (2014))357

and particularly, AR genesis in the west and central Pacific. In the east Pacific, AR activity and genesis can be tied to358

southerly or southwesterly low-level wind anomalies which may be related to Rossby wave breaking strengthening359

the low-level winds and thus allowing the enhanced transport of tropical moisture. Although Rossby wave breaking360

was not analyzed in this study, we note that the corner nodes (Node 1 and 7) are associated with more cyclonic Rossby361

wave breaking events (rather than anticyclonic Rossbywave breaking events) as El Niños and negativeWPOare known362

to be associated with higher cyclonic breaks (Ryoo et al. (2013); Rivière (2010)). Nodes 3 and 9 are associated with363

higher anticyclonic breaking events as they are related to La Niñas and positive WPO.364

We have shown here that the different synoptic patterns ARs form under are an effective way of understanding365

an AR’s lifecycle characteristics and impacts. The results indicate, for instance, that all strong ARs are not tied to a366

single type of synoptic condition but rather are possible under a range of conditions (such as during both El Niño and367

La Niña). The same could be said of genesis and landfall location. Thus, compositing of AR events given some criteria368

such as IVT intensity (Payne and Magnusdottir (2014)) or genesis/landfall region (Zhou and Kim (2019); Neiman et al.369

(2008)), as has been done in previous studies, can actually mix a variety of synoptic conditions together. Here, with370

inspiration from the methods presented in Guirguis et al. (2019), we let the background synoptic conditions - not an371

AR characteristic or a particular climate mode - dictate our grouping of ARs and these groupings reveal their own372

unique AR characteristics. Instead of looking at landfalling synoptic conditions, we focus on the conditions at genesis.373

We combine this with track and landfall information from individual AR events to see how these genesis conditions374

determine the kind of AR that makes landfall in the western U.S.375

With the synoptic patterns associated with AR genesis established, we discuss potential applications beyond376

basic understanding of the relationship between genesis conditions and AR characteristics. These results lay the377

groundwork for potential future directions and studies. For example, one potential study can utilize statistical down-378

scaling to investigate whether these synoptic patterns can be used to determine the distribution and magnitude of379

wintertime AR precipitation. Given a winter season with different frequencies of each node’s synoptic pattern, can we380

estimate how much and where AR precipitation will fall? Additionally, there are several possible directions in the area381

of subseasonal-to-seasonal (S2S) forecasting. As predictions of large-scale climate modes, such as ENSO, become382

more accurate and at much longer lead times, the phases of these modes can be exploited to gain understanding of383

the types of synoptic patterns that can result and thereby help estimate the wintertime precipitation. Previous stud-384

ies have already found success with ARs using certain phases of MJO and QBO (Baggett et al. (2017)). Another S2S385

related direction is to investigate the preconditions associated with each node. Benedict et al. (2019) examined pre-386

cursors to landfalling ARs and found robust patterns with important connections to ARs over a week prior to landfall.387

The synoptic conditions identified in their study show promising similarities to nodes identified here. Lastly, future388

climates can be examined. In a warming climate, how do the frequency of these synoptic conditions and the various389

climate modes change?390

5 | APPENDIX391

5.1 | SOM description and parameters392

We briefly outline how a SOM is trained iteratively: Each node is a vector containing weights for each grid in our393

spatial domain. We initialize each node in the SOM by randomly sampling from our AR genesis geopotential height394

anomaly samples. We then begin randomly sampling our data and determine the node that has theminimumEuclidean395

distance from this sample. We adjust this minimum distance node, or the ’winning’ node, to more closely match the396
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sample (depends on learning rate). In addition, we adjust the neighbors of the winning node (depends on learning rate397

and neighborhood radius and function). We choose the next random sample and repeat.398

For this study a SOM of order 3x3 (9 total nodes) is trained on AR genesis day samples. We use standardized399

geopotential height anomalies at 500 hPa as our variable of interest and weight the grid points by grid cell area. The400

SOM order of 3x3 was chosen over other configurations as the smaller size is easier to interpret, the corners are401

consistent when using larger orders, and the quality of the map is not significantly reduced. The SOM is implemented402

with python based software called MiniSom (Vettigli, 2020). The node vectors are randomly initialized as it has been403

shown to perform best for non-linear datasets (Akinduko et al., 2016). We perform training in two rounds as suggested404

in Hewitson and Crane (2002), Gibson et al. (2017), and Jiang et al. (2015). Gibson et al. (2017) and Jiang et al. (2015)405

found that reducing the radius so that only the winning node is updated (which is equivalent to k-means (Bação et al.,406

2005)) for the 2nd round of training produced more realistic and distinct synoptic patterns. The first round is the407

ordering phase with a large neighborhood radius and learning rate which allows the map’s structure to develop. The408

second round is the convergent phase with a smaller radius and learning rate where the finer details can develop.409

During the first phase, the initial neighborhood radius and learning rate decay exponentially and run through 51350410

(50x the sample size of 1027 ARs) iterations total. The second phase holds the radius constant so only the winning411

node will be updated. The learning rate also decays in this second phase and runs through 51350 iterations. The412

decay function used in MiniSom is:413

v al _t = v al _0
1 + t

( max_i t er
2 )

, (2)

where v al _t is the value of the neighborhood radius or learning rate at iteration t , v al _0 is either the initial radius414

or learning rate, t is the current iteration, and max_i t er is the total number of iterations in a training phase. We use415

an initial radius of 2 (1) and a learning rate of 0.1 (0.05) during the ordering phase (convergent phase). After training416

the SOM, each AR event is classified into one of the nine nodes based on best match as determined by Euclidean417

distance of gridded features between genesis day and SOM node; this winning node is sometimes referred to as the418

"best matching unit" (BMU). We then create composites for each node based on all of the genesis days of the AR419

events associated with that node.420

5.2 | Differences in GW19421

We perform SOM and AR characteristic analysis on the GW19 dataset. GW19, similar to the Mundhenk algorithm,422

catalogues ARs globally using a relative threshold on IVT along with additional geometric criteria. It tracks all ARs423

regardless of the AR making landfall or not and includes ARs making landfall outside of the U.S. west coast (California424

to Washington). In ARTMIP (Rutz et al. (2019)), relative methods were found to perform quite similarly although the425

Guan algorithm is more permissive. The Guan algorithm is an outlier over polar regions and inland areas due to its low426

relative IVT percentile threshold at 85%.427

We include this analysis to examine how a purely landfalling AR dataset compares to a dataset that considers all428

ARs - landfalling or not. We do not perform landfalling analysis on this dataset as the location and date of landfalling429

can be ambiguous for a given event. The ambiguity comes from the catalogue allowing the same AR to make landfall430

more than once, at various locations, across several timesteps. We subset the global catalogue for ARs with genesis in431

the North Pacific domain of 10N-52.5N,110E-250E. The total number events associated with the total for the Guan432

and Waliser dataset is 2806.433
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To reiterate, the two key differences between the GW19 dataset and the Gonzales dataset are that the GW19434

dataset considers all ARs, landfalling and non-landfalling, and considers all North Pacific ARs, regardless of where they435

make landfall (as opposed to strictly U.S. west coast landfalling ARs).436

We now discuss differences between the SOMs trained on the Gonzales and GW19 AR catalogues. Nodes 3, 5,437

and 7 show the most differences. Node 3’s synoptic conditions in the Gonzales SOM supports moisture transport438

along a poleward tilted jet with a coastal low-level wind anomaly bringing moisture to the U.S. west coast. In contrast,439

Node 3’s synoptic conditions in the GW19 SOM are more favorable for moisture transport to Canada and Alaska in440

particular but also to the Baja California Peninsula and features a slightly less eastward extended jet (Fig. S8 and Fig.441

S6). While both feature high pressure anomalies throughout the North Pacific basin, for ARs to make landfall on the442

U.S. west coast, the high pressure anomaly in the eastern Pacific needs to remain at lower latitudes otherwise the443

moisture will be transported north of the U.S. western states. Because the high pressure in the GW19 SOM reaches444

higher latitudes near Alaska, the positive EPO mean in the Gonzales SOM for Node 3 turns to a negative mean for445

EPO. It is one of 3 node and climate index pairs in all of the nodes and indices considered that changes phase (the NP446

(AO) Node 2 (Node 5) is slightly positive (negative) with the Gonzales data and becomes slightly negative (positive) in447

GW19).448

For Node 5, the Gonzales synoptic conditions, in particular, favor a more eastward extended jet due to the low449

geopotential height anomaly in the central North Pacific compared to the high anomaly in the GW19 synoptic condi-450

tions.451

The GW19 Node 7 synoptic conditions favor moisture transport to Canada as opposed to the Gonzales synoptic452

conditions which favor transport to Oregon andWashington (seenmost clearly in the low-level winds shown in Fig. S7453

and Fig. S8). Both feature a low geopotential height anomaly in the central North Pacific but have differing locations454

for the high latitude ridge - the GW19 positive height anomalies are over the Pacific northwest while the Gonzales455

height anomalies are stronger and over Siberia and Alaska.456

Next, we compare the lifecycle characteristics. As with the Gonzales dataset, significance is implied using a t-test457

for unequal means at 95% confidence unless specifically stated otherwise. In the GW19 SOM, the positive ENSO458

node (Node 1) has, on average, AR genesis occurring >10◦ more east, longer AR durations (7.4 hrs; not signficantly459

different at 95% confidence but significant at 90% confidence), travel farther distances (963 km), faster velocities460

(6.4 km/hr), and the most stark contrast in the ratio between zonal and meridional displacement throughout the AR461

lifecycle compared to the negative ENSOnode (Node 9). These characteristics are largely consistentwith theGonzales462

dataset although the contrast between the nodes is not as strong (e.g. Node 1 vs Node 9 durations in GW19 is 7.4463

hr difference compared to the over 24 hr difference in the Gonzales dataset). As for the jet modes, both genesis464

latitude (1◦; significant at 90% confidence) and average latitude (1.9◦) are further north for the positive node (Node 3)465

compared to the negative node (Node 7) which is also consistent with the Gonzales dataset. AR velocities are slightly466

faster in the negative mode by 3.3 km/hr (significant at 90%). The negative mode also exhibits more meridional467

displacement (significant at 90% confidence). Again, the differences here are not as strong compared to the Gonzales468

dataset between positive and negative jet modes.469

The differences in the synoptic patterns and characteristics reflect the differences in these two AR catalogues;470

the Gonzales dataset is strictly U.S. west coast landfalling ARs while the GW19 dataset considers all North Pacific471

ARs regardless of if they make landfall or make landfall in regions outside of the U.S. west coast. Thus, the Gonzales472

synoptic patterns support moisture transport targeting the U.S. west coast while the GW19 synoptic patterns may473

support moisture transport to higher latitudes such as Canada for instance. With the AR characteristics, the differ-474

ences are not as strong between the positive and negative modes due a wider variety of ARs being included with each475

node - not just landfalling ARs.476
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F IGURE 1 Composite of 500 hPa geopotential height anomalies occurring on the genesis day of all U.S. west
coast landfalling ARs (November - February, 1980-2015).

Climate Index Temporal Resolution Data Source

ONI monthl y NOAA (2020b)

PDO monthl y JISAO (2020)

NP monthl y UCAR (2020)

PNA dai l y NOAA (2020a)

AO dai l y NOAA (2020a)

WPO dai l y NOAA (2020d)

EPO dai l y NOAA (2020c)

TABLE 1 Climate indices evaluated with the SOM along with their temporal resolution and data source.
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F IGURE 2 The SOM trained on AR genesis day 500 hPa geopotential height anomalies. The nodes are
composites of the genesis day geopotential heights of all the ARs that are assigned to a given node. The AR tracks
are also displayed with the genesis points in purple and the landfall points in red. The landfall points do not fall
precisely on the coast because the track points represent the IVT weighted centroid of the AR object at a given
timestep. Thus, when a zonally long AR’s leading edge makes landfall, the IVT weighted centroid may be located far
off coast.

F IGURE 3 The various climate indices’ average values for each node corresponding with the SOM in Fig. 2. The
averages were calculated from the value of the index on all the AR genesis days associated with a node. Red (blue)
values indicate positive (negative) phases of the respective indices. White values indicate neutral conditions or not
statistically different from climatology (t-test for unequal means, 90% confidence).
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(a) (b)

F IGURE 4 a) Percentage of all cool season (Nov-Feb) days that best match the synoptic conditions of each node.
b) Percentage of AR genesis days occurring during the cool season days that match the synoptic conditions of each
node.
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Node # Genesis Landfall Dur (hr) Dist (km) Vel (km/hr) Lat Lon Merid Zonal Aspect

1 32.3N,177.0E 39.2N,228.7E 103.8 7413 67.3 34.3N 196.6E 6.9 51.7 7.5

2 32.4N,175.3E 40.8N,230.0E 99.3 6627 65.8 36.2N 192.5E 8.4 54.7 6.5

3 32.4N,182.6E 39.0N,230.6E 92.2 5720 59.2 36.2N 195.6E 6.6 48.0 7.3

4 32.9N,185.8E 39.7N,228.6E 85.4 5892 70.2 34.7N 199.1E 6.7 42.9 6.4

5 33.7N,176.8E 40.6N,229.3E 97.6 6718 67.7 36.3N 195.8E 7.0 52.5 7.5

6 32.8N,181.5E 39.8N,229.8E 66.4 6012 68.1 36.9N 195.3E 6.9 48.4 7.0

7 30.4N,179.0E 39.4N,227.6E 98.4 6226 64.7 33.3N 197.8E 9.1 48.6 5.3

8 33.7N,191.3E 40.7N,229.5E 83.7 5098 62.2 35.9N 202.3E 6.9 38.2 5.5

9 31.1N,199.1E 37.3N,230.9E 77.2 4430 55.2 35.2N 206.0E 6.2 31.9 5.1

TABLE 2 Summary of various AR characteristics associated with each node of the SOM: genesis coordinate (Col 2), landfall coordinate (Col 3), AR lifecycle
duration in hr s (Col 4), distance traveled in km (Col 5), average velocity in km/hr (Col 6), AR track latitude (Col 7), AR track longitude (Col 8), AR meridional
movement in degrees (Col 9), AR zonal movement in degrees (Col 10), and the ratio between zonal movement and meridional movement (Col 11).
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F IGURE 5 Composites of IVT on the landfall day of all the ARs associated with each node of the SOM. Light
gray (black) contour at 250 (300) kg/m/s.
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F IGURE 6 Composites of precipitation anomaly over 2 days (landfall day and the following day) of all the ARs
associated with each node of the SOM.
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(a) (b)

F IGURE 7 Precipitation anomaly over 2 days on and the following day of landfall. a) Positive phase node (Node
1) of the ENSO modes minus the negative phase node (Node 9). b) Positive phase node (Node 3) of the jet modes
minus the negative phase node (Node 7).

F IGURE 8 Composites of IVT on genesis day. Light gray (black) contour at 250 (300) kg/m/s.
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F IGURE 9 Composites of the 850 hPa wind anomaly on genesis day.

F IGURE 10 Composites of the 250 hPa zonal wind on genesis day. AR track information (same as Fig. 2) is
overlaid. Black contour at 50 m/s.
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F IGURE 11 Composites of upper-level (200 hPa) PV on AR genesis day.
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6 | SUPPORTING INFORMATION601

F IGURE S1 MJO phase frequency distributions for AR genesis days from the Gonzalez catalogue. Each bar is
stacked with 9 colors representing the contributions from each of the 9 nodes with node 1 at the bottom and node
9 at the top. Landfalling U.S. AR genesis is most frequent during Phase 7 of the MJO and is the least frequent during
Phase 1 of the MJO.
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F IGURE S2 Same as in Fig. 2 but trained on the Guan and Waliser catalogue which contains all ARs (landfalling
and non-landfalling) in the North Pacific. Termination points and tracks are excluded. Instead, probability density
estimate contours of genesis points are included. Contours levels are at 0.00015.

F IGURE S3 Same as in Fig. 3 but corresponding with the SOM in Fig. S2.
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Node # Genesis Landfall Dur (hr) Dist (km) Vel (km/hr) Lat Lon Merid Zonal Aspect

1 31.6N,171.2E NA 69.4 4852 67.3 35.9N 194.3E 8.7 36.4 4.2

2 32.5N,175.2E NA 69.4 4689 64.5 38.1N 196.5E 9.6 35.2 3.7

3 31.4N,177.4E NA 69.3 4680 64.3 38.1N 199.3E 10.5 26.6 2.5

4 31.2N,173.3E NA 69.8 4812 69.0 35.8N 196.4E 9.2 32.9 3.6

5 31.9N,181.4E NA 62.2 4188 65.4 38.1N 199.3E 8.4 28.4 3.4

6 32.1N,181.7E NA 59.3 3927 63.8 37.5N 196.9E 7.4 22.4 3.0

7 30.4N,175.6E NA 70.7 5008 67.6 36.2N 196.0E 11.1 31.8 2.8

8 32.0N,174.6E NA 69.4 4515 64.3 36.9N 196.6E 10.4 28.7 2.8

9 31.6N,182.0E NA 62.0 3889 60.9 37.6N 197.7E 9.5 14.3 1.5

TABLE S1 Same as Table 2 but for the GW19 dataset.
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F IGURE S4 Landfalling 500 hPa geopotential height anomalies.

F IGURE S5 Precipitation anomaly over 2 days on and the following day of landfall. Anomaly differences for the
most El Niño node (Node 1) and the most La Niña node (Node 6).
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F IGURE S6 Composites of the 250 hPa zonal wind on genesis day for the GW19 dataset. Black contour at 50
m/s.
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F IGURE S7 Composites of the 850 hPa wind on genesis day (not anomalies).
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F IGURE S8 Same as Fig. S7 but for the GW19 dataset.

F IGURE S9 Composites of upper-level (200 hPa) PV on AR landfall day.
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT602

The range of synoptic patterns that North Pacific landfalling at-603

mospheric rivers form under are objectively identified using gen-604

esis day 500 hPa geopotential height anomalies in a self-organizing605

map. The nine identified synoptic patterns produce ARs with606

distinct lifecycle characteristics (such as genesis and landfall lo-607

cation, duration, velocity, meridional/zonal movement) and pre-608

cipitation impacts (magnitude and spatial distribution).609




